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The Glorious 
Gredos

EXPLORE Sierra de Gredos

The Sierra de Gredos is a haven for Spain’s wildlife, its contrasting
landscape revealing many hidden treats for discerning walkers. 

WordS and phoToGraphS nick Redmayne 

“F
ranco didn’t know how to hunt.  
he learnt here in the Gredos.”  
Julio Chamorro Gonzalez fixes 
me with a twinkly gaze and 

motions towards two hefty-looking scrapbooks now 
arrayed on the table.  “i guided him on 22 hunting 
trips, the first time in 1940. one time we went 
out, they shot 105 male ibex. i told Franco, at this 
rate you’re going to finish the reserve.  one of  his 
aids was angry.  how dare i speak to the General 
like this?  i said ‘i’ll tell him more if  he carries on.  
They’ve shot too many.’ in the end i became good 
friends with Franco on the mountain.” 

having reportedly voted socialist for the first 
time in last year’s regional elections, whatever your 
politics you can’t fail to admit that, at 104 years, 
Julio Chamorro is a slow-walking advertisement 
for an efficacious lifetime in the uplands of  
the sierra de Gredos. Clear speech and vivid 
recollection compensate for a degree of  failing 

sight and uncertain limbs – and i’m chastened that 
Julio has a better head of  hair than me.  “From the 
age of  six i accompanied my father. later when 
the King was here, he needed someone.” 

i was directed towards the album where shades 
of  grey depicted Alfonso Xiii and entourage 
photographed against a backdrop of  the familiar 
granite landscape of  the Gredos. “But i retired 
when i was 75, now it’s for others.  everything 
is beginning to fail a little.”  he stands up slowly, 
but steadily, and so do i. “Why is it that you’re so 
tall and i’m so small?”  i suggest that my time will 
come and that he is an example to us all.  he looks 
me in the eye unblinkingly, “i’ll be 105 on the 23rd 
June, what else can i ask from God?”

The highest and wildest part of  the sistema 
Central mountain ranges, the 86,236 hectares of  
Castilla y león’s Parque regional de la sierra de 
Gredos lie two hours drive due west from Madrid 
encompassing central spain’s highest peak, Pico 

Almanzor (2,592 metres) and several others over 
2,300 metres.  The surrounding wild landscape 
of  sheer gorges and europe’s southern-most 
glacial valleys has a long hunting heritage, dating 
at least from the 14th century. Perversely, with 
both monarchs and dictators ring-fencing the area 
for their own recreation, wildlife has benefited.  
Almost 1,400 plant species are represented, 
including 11 unique to sierra de Gredos together 
with an estimated 60% of spain’s fauna, notably an 
endemic spanish ibex, and exceptional birdlife.

My meeting with Julio Chamorro had been 
set up by Jeremy dack, a Brit with an American 
accent, fluent in Japanese and spanish, an Aikido 
master and a latter-day unarmed walking guide in 
the sierra de Gredos.  “i don’t know whether you 
want to know this but John Major used to come 
here before he was Prime Minister,” says Jeremy.  
however, despite JM’s pioneering visits there are 
very few guiris, as northern europeans are known, 

in the Gredos, and a more different spain than the 
internationalised anonymity of  crowded costas 
would be hard to realise.

“When i think of  Gredos i visualise big 
blue skies, granite rock and water, lots of  water 
everywhere,” says Jeremy. True to form, it’s on 
such a brilliant blue-skied day that we set out from 
hoyos del espino along the 12 kilometres access 
road marked by snow poles to la Plataforma, 
which at nearly 1,800 metres is the trailhead 
for walking into the heart of  the mountains.  
eschewing high tech trekking snacks, carb-loading 
has taken the form of a generous bocadillo de 
tortilla francesa and pancetta a la plancha combo, 
greedily consumed in hoyos.  Thus fortified we 
are in buoyant mood, taking the initial ascent 
past the mountain refuge of  reguero llano at a 
brisk pace. even at this most popular entry point 
for Gredos hiking, there were very few vehicles 
parked at la Plataforma. however, a quartet of  

LEFT: The Spanish Ibex, once on 
the brink of extinction, now with 
numbers close to 9,000.
ABOVE: Now 104, Julio Chamorro 
Gonzalez taught Franco how to 
hunt in these mountains. >
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bird watching paparazzi are amongst those few, 
huddled around a tripod and telescope, invading 
the privacy of  an unsuspecting feathered resident 
of  the rocky hillside. i greet them with a slightly 
breathy “Buenos dias” and follow on in Jeremy’s 
footsteps.  “A bit formal given our surroundings.  
‘hola’ will do just fine,” he says.

overlooked by 2,000 metre-plus peaks, we 
cross the rio de las Pozas. At the bridge, spanish 
ibex loiter, hooked on bits of  bocadillo proffered 
by well-meaning but misguided walkers. in 1927 
there were just 27 ibex left. Alfonso Xiii saw the 
imminent extinction of  the ibex more clearly than 
he saw the end of  his own reign, and declared 
ibex hunting off  limits to commoners.  Today, 
despite occasional historic purges by trigger-
happy fascist dictators, there are an estimated 
9,000 individuals keeping the grass down in the 
Gredos, the males expert in haughty deportment 
of  outsize lyre-shaped horns.

striking out towards the valley headwall 
through occasional patches of  enduring snow, 

Jeremy and i seek out smaller quarry, endemic 
Almanzor Fire salamanders.  in bright sunlight we 
traverse fields of  dry granite bisected by sparkling 
streams, checking out likely pools, trying to think 
like a salamander.  however, the Fire salamanders 
seem to be keeping their tinder dry, holed up till 
later in the season, or until we’re out of  sight. We 
make do with Gredos toads, implacably dignified, 
hanging motionless in quiet meanders – perhaps 
acting as lookouts for the salamanders.  

Forcing a path uphill through waist-high 
mountain broom, a flash of  blue catches my 
eye; a Bluethroat takes up station atop a well-
positioned bush. These birds are the most 
southerly nesting population in europe, their 
presence perhaps a result of  the Gredos’s island 
of  cool upland habitat amongst lowland central 
spain’s sea of  heat. Battling through the broom 
we reach a cairn. Jeremy is ambivalent to these 
navigational comfort blankets but accepts they 
can be welcome sight on a foggy day. We have no 
problems with visibility this afternoon.  

looking east there’s an uninterrupted view to 
la Mira (2,341m), at the end of  a dangerously 
sharp sawtooth ridge. in front of  us, across a 
snow-filled gully, are the ruins of  refugio del rey, 
the King’s hunting base camp, abandoned since 
the formation of  spain’s second republic, beyond 
it the ground falling away, rapidly towards the 
plains of  el Valle del Tietar, Castilla la Mancha 
and extremadura.  

To my right the pinnacles of  the inner cirque 
are an awesome surprise, looming large and 
shooting skywards, their roots kept moist by the 
hidden glacial waters of  laguna Grande.  Jeremy 
fills his canteen from a spring close to the refugio.  
“it’s not like the Picos where you have to carry 
everything, there’s always water up here, even in 
the summer.  From June to mid August you rarely 
even need a tent, it just doesn’t rain much.”  We 
sit for a while watching Griffon Vultures ride the 
updraughts – perhaps they’re watching us too. 

Following the ridge round to the east we 
surprise a herd of  ibex close to the 2,017 metre 

highest point of  Puerto de Candeleda Pass 
– they don’t seem too worried by our presence, 
the dominant male eyes us with disdain from 
his rocky balcony. For generations this was the 
preferred route of  smugglers, where palms were 
greased by duty free olive oil heading north, 
whilst tax-free wheat and rye returned south. 
From here the only way is down, and after 
contemplating John and Norma’s favoured 
holiday haunt of  Candeleda, in the valley 
1,500 metres below we start to descend gently 
northwards.  Passing a particularly fecund  
crop of  prickly, Cojín de Monja or Nun’s  
Cushion bushes, i try one out and swiftly  
decide that nuns would only have employed  
them as a penance.

Completing a loop back to Plataforma the light 
is low and golden, the contours of  the land picked 
out in sympathetic contrast, seeming gentler and 
more forgiving than earlier. reaching lower levels, 
increasingly the ebullient babble of  clear streams 
accompanies us as the path settles into the final 

The view from the ridge near 
Refugio del Rey looking south 
towards Rio Tiétar. 

A bridge over the Rio Barbellido, 
a popular spot for swimming. 

Ascending down the bare 
granite of La Plataforma.

Cuevas del Valle with El 
Torozo mountain behind.

>
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glacial valley of  Garganta de Prao Puerto.  We’re 
supposed to be meeting with mountain guides, 
Bob howard and Juan Francisco redondo 
but can’t resist a final attempt to flush out a 
salamander – alas with no success.  over an hour 
late we arrive in hoyos del espino, ruddy and 
muddy from the day’s walk. Bob and Juan have 
already made themselves comfortable in the bar 
of  hotel Galayos.

originally from liverpool, Bob has been in the 
Gredos for almost twenty years.  “i was teaching 
geology in the uK, but the ‘80s, the whole 
Margaret Thatcher politics – i’d had enough.”  
A generation earlier and Bob would have been 
volunteering for the international Brigade.  “it’s 
remarkable geology here; there are glacial and 
non-glacial valleys side by side, even those that are 
glacial at the top, non glacial half  way down and 
glacial at the base.  And the text books still say the 
ice sheets never reached us!”  

Juan, who i learn is a biologist, born and  
raised in a nearby village, is listening and i tell 
him how i never expected to encounter hundreds 

of  ibex.  he smiles, “There are too many.  A 
few rich Russians pay €7,000 to shoot a trophy 
big male in a kind of  controlled cull but it’s 
not the right way. Now there are no predators. 
The last wolf  was shot 40 or 50 years ago. 
environmentalists want to reintroduce wolves but 
the politicians have not bought in because of  the 
powerful agricultural lobby. iberian Cattle have 
lost their natural instinct to protect their calves 
so farmers fear they’ll be easy prey for wolves. 
Just a couple of  years ago two wolves were shot 
near Avila, 50 kilometres from here, so they may 
return anyway. We’ll see.” We have a few beers 
before we’re warned the kitchen is about to close 
– it’s late even for spain.

Next day, walking through the olive groves of  
the Cinco Villas valley it’s as though we’ve shifted 
latitudes – in fact we’re just the other side of  the 
Gredos, on the southern slopes.  here, the soil is 
rich and wildflowers profuse, flights of  butterflies 
take to the air in advance of  our footfalls.  
As well as olives, shiny, ruby-skinned cherries  
weigh heavily in carefully tended orchards. 

“Just try some, no one will mind,” says Jeremy, so 
i clamber over a dry stonewall and filch a handful. 
The sun warms the air, seemingly infusing it with 
the same rich nutrients as the soil. stand here too 
long and there’s a definite risk of  putting down 
roots and sprouting leaves. At a rudimentary 
collection of  farm buildings above san esteban 
del Valle, one of  the five villas, we meet Bautista, 
knee-deep in his flock of  entrefina sheep. in 
a nearby shed he’s gathered a band of  friends 
from Arenas de san Pedro, all now engaged in 
shearing a procession of  distinctly unimpressed 
sheep before they’re turned out into upland 
summer pastures. “Un trago?” Bautista enquires, 
and before we answer he’s already returned with 
a metal spouted bottle of  vino de pitarra, some 
homemade sheep’s cheese, bread and salami. 
The others all stop sheep wrestling and the bottle 
is passed round – no delicate sips here, everyone 
takes a good honest gulp. “These sheep are just 
for meat, we’re clipping the wool but… well last 
year’s is still stacked in the shed. i’d have lost 
money transporting it.” Bautista takes another 

trago and utters a string of  religiously-derived 
expletives. one of  the shearers takes up the tale 
and embellishes the catalogue of  woe. “We used 
to get €70 a head. Feed prices have gone up and 
so has the cost to the customers but we’re getting 
€30 or €40 a head, the same as 25 years ago. And 
to top it all, now doctors are saying that lamb is 
high cholesterol meat and so unhealthy.”  Pointing 
at Bautista he continues, “This guy has the sheep 
and he’s the poorest of  us all.”  More expletives.  
“look at us, we’re all old.  No young men want 
this life. it’s healthy but it’s hard.”

Back in hoyos del espino, the village’s fiesta 
celebrating a visionary manifestation of  the 
Virgin Mary amongst the thorns of  a wild rose, 
is in progress. The diminutive figure of  Pablo 
Chamorro, aged 87, stands on station amongst 
the crowd outside the church – he’s dressed in 
his smartest suit and is keen, verging on the 
unstoppable, to talk.  “i was 14 when the  
Civil War started. Communists came to Puerto  
del Pico – they took wine but nothing to eat.   
They weren’t well disciplined. i remember four >

The view over the Barranco 
de las Cinco Villas.

Sheep shearers in action just 
above San Esteban del Valle, in 
Barranco de las Cinco Villas.
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planes coming over – they were massacred. 
After that the reds didn’t make it into this valley, 
Franco’s troops stationed at the parador (then a 
hunting lodge) blocked off  the pass. in this village 
people didn’t really take sides, we just got on with 
life.  The priest said to everyone ‘No one is going 
to kill anyone – no denunciations here.’  And so  
it was. even if  someone was a bit of  a leftist no 
one took much notice – they were family and 
friends anyway.”  

Pablo introduces us to the youthful local Mayor 
– like policemen, political appointees seem to 
be getting younger – and then takes us into the 
church. “here, look. No one died in the war. 
There were 72 men from the valley who were 
sent to fight all over spain. They all lived. it’s our 
other miracle.” Pablo shows the names of  the 72 
embroidered on a silken altarpiece. We return 
to the sunshine as a small, but even for spain, 
intensely loud musical interlude is underway, a 
prelude to further less sober revelries in one of  
hoyos’s several hostelries. i say goodbye to Pablo.  
“listen,” he says, ‘We remember these things 

because we lived them.” i promise to look him up 
next time i’m in the Gredos, but Pablo is no fool.  
he smiles contemplatively, “That could be in a 
few years, and i’ll be dead by then.”

in truth i hope it’s not too long before i  
return to hear more stories, walk more high level 
ridges and eat more cherries – perhaps even look  
a solitary Fire salamander in the eye. At odds 
with spain’s popular associations, most British 
visitors, even those members of  the walking 
cognoscenti, overlook the Gredos. rugged, 
sparsely populated uplands scoured by glaciers, 
suffused by water and coloured by broom are not 
for everyone – then again, that’s no bad thing.  
however, quite literally there are two sides to the 
Gredos, and the valleys of  the gentler southern 
slopes allow for the combination of  unadulterated 
rural spanish life with ready access to a wildlife-
rich mountain wilderness.  The timeless granite of  
the sierra de Gredos has been open for business 
since the last ice age, another few years for 
travellers to catch on won’t amount to the blink  
of  a geological eye.  
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Yellow and white broom 
with Spanish lavender in the 
Barranco de las Cinco Villas. 

Jeremy Dack searches for 
endemic salamanders, with 

views to La Plataforma along 
the Rio de la Pozas valley. 

GETTING THERE
The best way to get there is to fly to Madrid and hire a car. It is around 200 kilometers to Hoyos del 
Espino. Nick Redmayne flew from Edinburgh to Madrid with EasyJet, who also fly from Bristol, 
Gatwick, and Liverpool (www.easyjet.co.uk). Iberia flies from Heathrow (www.iberia.com/gb) 
and Ryanair flies from Liverpool, Gatwick and Stansted (www.ryanair.com).

Iberian Adventures 
Jeremy Dack’s company Iberian Adventures offers guided and self-guided walks in the Sierra de Gredos, 
and can arrange accommodation, meals and luggage transfers. 00 34 620 939 116, 
(www.iberianadventures.com) 


